
Sondage / Survey 2017 

- 25 personnes ont répondu / 25 people responded 

- Commentaires des répondants en bleu / Comments of respondents in blue 

- Commentaires de CBSL, s’il y a lieu, en vert / CBSL comments, if any, in green 

- Commentaires préparés par le Coordonnateur des évaluations au soin de CBSL / 

Comments prepared by the Evaluations Coordinator on behalf of CBSL 

- Commentaires, où les répondants ont simplement déclaré qu'ils ne pouvaient 

pas répondre, ont été supprimés. / Replies, where the respondents simply stated 

that they could not answer, have been removed. 

Évaluations and formation / Evaluations and Training survey 

1. Qu'est-ce que vous avez le plus aimé de la formation intérieure tenue en automne et hiver 

(excluant la formation et les évaluations tenues en avril et mai)? / What did you like best about 

the indoor training held in fall and winter (this excludes the training/evaluations held in April 

and May)? 

- Coût très minime - Avoir du baseball 12 mois par année 

did not attend that many but when we did there were not a lot of kids present so it was a more 

attentive training session for the kids that were there 

Did not participate 

Didn't attend 

L'heure et la durée (2 heures) 

My son didn't participate 

my son only registered at the end (question non applicable) 

N/a 

N/a Did not participate. 

N/A not participated 

NA 

N'a pas participé 

Non fait 

Nothing. 



Parking was plentiful 

Pas aller 

Quand on a pu faire des pratiques extérieures pendant l'automne 

The convenience, price, and quality of training (David and other instructors were excellent) 

The fact that they are held. 

The location at Emile Legault 

Well organized 

2. Qu'est-ce qui pourrait être amélioré au sujet de la formation intérieure tenue en automne et 

hiver (excluant la formation et les évaluations tenues en avril et mai)? / What could be improved 

about the indoor training held in fall and winter (this excludes the training/evaluations held in 

April and May)? 

A bigger space. 

Bigger space 

Didn't attend 

Everything 

If a player wants to have the opportunity to play at the 'A' level, I believe the fall/winter training 

should be 50% attendance mandatory. Noticing that our A level kids are really behind in terms 

of skill level compared to the ones from many other associations, more training/developing is 

needed. 

La sedule. Les heures ne nous ont pas permit d'assister aux sceances en 2017. Lorsque la 

formation se tenais a Emile Legault, entre 9h et 10:30 les samedis, nous avons pus assister mais 

pas par la suite quand vous avez tout transfere au cegep Saint-Laurent. 

My son didn't participate 

N/a 

N/A 

N/a Did not participate. 

N'a pas participé 

Non fait 

Nothing . It was perfect. Schedule was good too . From 9:00 to 10:30 on Saturdays. 



Offering them on Sundays. 

On doit avoir un plus grand gymnase pendant l'automne 

Quelle formation ??? Je ne vois pratiquement personne qui enseigne la bonne technique du 

lancer, attraper etc ... 

Some kids go to school on Saturday morning so please don't make all practices on Saturdays. 

The Fall session could be held in a larger room, perhaps one of the gymnasiums at Emile-Legault 

unsure 

Avoir un gymnase plus adapté en automne - Avoir plus de coachs de BQ invités avec des 

sessions spécialisées 

3. Combien seriez-vous prêts à payer plus cher pour que nos camps intérieurs se déroulent au 

nouveau complexe sportif sur les terrains de soccer faits de gazon artificiel? How much more 

would you be willing to pay for our indoor training, if it was held in the new sportplex on the 

soccer fields of artificial grass? 

5 $  

25 $  

- au lieu de 5$ par session, je serais prêt à payer 10$ par session 

$10 

$10 

$10 - $15 per session 

$10 for the same duration (1.5 hours) 

$10 per session 

$50 pour la session 

10$ par pratique 

Didn't attend 

I don't know 

money is not a problem. 

My kids play hockey therefore would not be able to participate in the indoor training anyway 



My son would have to answer this question, since I'm not sure he is interested in training during 

the school year. CBSL: This would have been a good opportunity for him to answer the question. 

not more than $5 more 

Nothing 

Probably wouldn't participate. I don't agree with all the downloading by governments to the 

sports organizations and the parents. It's a completely misguided approach. CBSL: Agreed but 

we do with what we are given. 

Zero. If we have to pay more than $5 per session, my son will not be going. We pay enough 

taxes , there is no need to pay more for that complex. We paid enough to build it. CBSL: we will 

pass on your comments to the Borough. 

Zero. The location is irrelevant. Whether it's at Emile Legault or at the "New sports complexe" 

the important thing is that the kids learn and instructors are good. Would not pay more than $5/ 

session. Usage of the new complexe should be at no extra charge. We pay enough taxes in VSL 

to have to pay more just to use a facility that we already PAID for from our taxes. This is 

ridiculous. CBSL: we will pass on your comments to the Borough. 

4. Pour être considéré pour une équipe « A », un enfant doit participer à 50 % des séances 

d'évaluation. Quel est le nombre maximal de séances CBSL devrait tenir afin de respecter cette 

politique? En 2017, toutes les divisions ont eu 4 séances intérieures et 2 sessions extérieures./ 

To be considered for an “A” team, a child must attend 50 % of the evaluation sessions. What is 

the maximum number of sessions that CBSL should hold in order to respect this policy? In 2017, 

all divisions had 4 indoor sessions and 2 outdoor sessions. 

2 

10 

- comme en 2017, 2 indoor et 1 outdoor sessions minimum 

10 in total 

4 total and 2 mandatory would be enough. We already know most of the kids and the best ones 

often play hockey and have other commitments. 

6 sessions is good 

8 max (total intérieur et extérieur) 

As I previously stated, 'A' level players need to be training/developing all year round. I would 

also suggest to have more outdoor sessions to see how they react in simulated games, you can 

quickly tell from indoor sessions if a kid has the potential to be an A player or not. 



Aucune. Seul la vrai évaluation extérieur serait le mieux. 

I believe 6 in total is enough but I don't agree with having to participate 50% in the indoor and 

50% in the outdoors (unless you have 2 week ends outdoors) 

I'm not sure why this question is here, some kids made the A team even though they didn't 

attend 50% so the question is irrelevant. CBSL: All the kids who made the A teams did so 

according to the CBSL Evaluations policy which allows, in special cases, for kids with less than 

50% participation to be considered. Of the 57 kids chosen for our 5 teams, two did not attain 

the 50% level but did satisfy the special consideration as stated in the Evaluations policy. No 

child made the A team contrary to the Evaluations policy. 

It's a stupid rule. 

Make 4 mandatory but hold 8 at different times of the day and week. Not all on Saturday. 

Not important, after Mosquito it's apparent who should make A. CBSL: There is some truth to 

your comment that with the older kids it is easier to identify the A calibre kids. However, the 

evaluation procedure it still important because there are usually more kids than positions on the 

teams, so commitment becomes more of a deciding factor. 

Parfait comme ça 

Qu'une seule!!! Pourquoi 6 !. C'est le même joueur qui lance la balle. S'il n'a pas la technique, il 

ne sera pas meilleur la 4e évaluation. 

same 

The factors that you put in place in order to determine whether or not a kid can be part of an A 

team or not is not really fair. My daughter was not able to make the sessions because she had 

ballet at the same times and found herself on the crappiest B team I've seen in years at the 

Atom level. Very very dissapointing. She USED to love baseball. CBSL: one cannot predict how a 

team will turn out. CBSL follows its Team Formation policy in its attempt to create balanced 

teams but once created, the kids continue to develop at their own rates and this could 

unbalance teams over time. Also, bear in mind that playing on an A team requires a certain 

commitment. The Evaluations period is set up not only to measure talent but to measure 

commitment as well.   

The six sessions were reasonable as an established max 

This seems fine to me.  

5. Basé sur les commentaires reçus de nos membres lors de l’AGA et lors de notre sondage de 

2016, nous avons fait des changements afin d’améliorer l’efficacité de nos évaluations et de 

formations des équipes. Avez-vous observé des changements positifs? / Based on comments 

from our members during the AGM as well as the 2016 survey, we made changes to improve the 



efficiency of our evaluations and the creation of our teams. Have you noticed any positive 

changes? 

Oui    30,00%  6 

Non    25,00%  5 

Commentaires / Comments 45,00%  9 

TOTAL      20 

Calibre of B level abysmal throughout league, St Laurent in particular. Some players never 

improve and should be held back. Weak players ruin competitiveness of game for rest of team. 

Girls should be in their own league. Stealing rules in B a total joke. Catchers do not have skill set 

to throw out runners, consequently every runner at first base advances easily to third. Games 

drag on, pitchers and catchers become demoralized. CBSL: This was a question regarding the 

evaluations. We see that the points you raised also appear in the Season survey sent out after 

the season ended. We have commented on these points in the Season 2017 survey results (also 

on our website). As for the girls, they are not numerous enough to have their own league and 

many would rather (and are able to) play with the boys. 

Evaluations are a farce. CBSL: Why? This would have been a good time to elaborate. 

I never saw a problem in the first place, but I did note that the evaluation sessions were even 

better structured than before. 

Instead of relying on 2 people who don't know the kids, you should have last year's coaches give 

input on some of the kids. There are at least 2 kids in Mosquito B who should have been 

considered for the outdoor Mosquito A tryouts but weren't. Instead we had about 4 kids who 

had no business being considered for the "A" team. CBSL: In order to avoid conflicts of interest 

and to be as objective as possible, coaches are not involved in evaluations. This is a “Damned-if-

you-do-and-damned–if-you-don’t” situation. If coaches were involved, there would have been 

accusations of preferential treatment. Consequently, the Evaluations policy excludes coaches 

from the process. The Team Formation policy, however, allows the head coaches of an A team 

to choose the final two players from a list of a maximum of 5, provided by the BOD. As for 

Mosquito, there were many new kids and many talented kids. Consequently, 22 were chosen for 

the outdoor training when we would usually choose 18 as we tried to accommodate as many of 

the talented youngster as possible. 

N/A 

Plus court et même évaluateur 

Plus de temps pour pratiquer une fois les équipes formées 

Trop axé sur les résultats. Exemple : Lancer dans un carré est ce de quelque façon que ce soit 

??? 



Wasn't there and can't comment 

6. Nommez 3 aspects que vous avez apprécié le plus ET 3 qui étaient irritants, à propos des 

évaluations? / Name 3 aspects you enjoyed the most AND 3 aspects that were irritating, with 

respect to the evaluations? 

- Positifs= appliquer le 50% de présences sur les séances intérieures et extérieures séparément + 

plus de dossards et qui sont plus grands et la première coupure avant les séances extérieures. - 

Irritants= trop de jeunes aux sessions intérieures Moustique 

Enjoyed nothing. Evaluators are bad, can't recognize talent, favouritism rampant. Drills are 

useless, you need game situations to identify talent. Weekend practices can be hard to attend 

and 50% rule arbitrary and ridiculous. CBSL: We would have liked to know why you believe 

favouritism was rampant. Given that the evaluators generally don’t know the kids, we don’t 

understand how the statement can be true. Bear in mind that evaluators were certified coaches 

of Senior, Regional and University teams as well as being players themselves. As for the 50% 

rule, it is mainly there in order to do a proper evaluation as well as show commitment. Unless 

someone purposes a better measure, we cannot see how it could be eliminated.  

Évaluation plus juste car plus d'évaluateurs Moins d'évaluations Participation des coachs aux 

évaluations Permettre aux coachs de participer aux évaluations Permettre aux coachs de choisir 

certains joueurs Avoir des évaluations avec avec les joueurs potentiellement A CBSL: Afin 

d'éviter les conflits d'intérêts et d'être le plus objectif que possible, les entraineurs ne sont pas 

impliqués dans les évaluations. Si les entraîneurs étaient impliqués, il y aurait eu des accusations 

de traitement préférentiel. Par conséquent, la politique d'évaluation exclut les entraîneurs du 

processus. La politique de formation d'équipe, cependant, permet aux entraîneurs-chefs d'une 

équipe A de choisir les deux derniers joueurs parmi une liste de 5 au maximum, fournie par le 

CA. 

evaluations were fine 

I think the evaluations were great. My son loved them. Very well organized and great drills/skills 

that were tested. I've been in other sports before where it is chaotic, but the CBSL evals were 

very well done. 

Irritant Le 50% de présence prive les équipes de A d'avoir les VRAI joueurs de A CBSL : Le talent 

n’est pas le seul critère (voir politique des évaluations). L’engagement est aussi important. Un 

joueur qui manque plusieurs entrainements et matches n’est pas très utile à son équipe. 

It's not clear to me what the criteria is. A gymnasium has it's limits. It's easy to get to the facility. 

My son seemed happy when I picked him up. CBSL: if he is happy then we are doing something 

right! As for the criteria, they can be found in the evaluations policy on the Evaluations page on 

our site. 



Like the separation of the groups to be evaluated in the gym. I liked the fact that there were 

evaluators concentrating in evaluating and coaches doing the drills. 

Liked - seeing kids I coached last year come back; the different groups focusing on different 

things Did not like - the evaluators don't know the kids. Let the coaches have a say and grade 

the kids; evaluators would give kids a high grade for a lucky shot and they would get a higher 

grade than they are supposed to. CBSL: In order to avoid conflicts of interest and to be as 

objective as possible, coaches are not involved in evaluations. This is a “Damned-if-you-do-and-

damned–if-you-don’t” situation. If coaches were involved, there would have been accusations of 

preferential treatment. Consequently, the Evaluations policy excludes coaches from the process. 

The Team Formation policy, however, allows the head coaches of an A team to choose the final 

two players from a list of a maximum of 5, provided by the BOD. 

Mauvais L'horaire . 

My son would have to answer this question. As a parent, I really don't have much to say. CBSL: 

This would have been a good opportunity for him to answer the question. 

Nothing that was good. Smaller groups should be evaluated broken down to higher - Lower 

groups . Most of those trying out can't play baseball and waste everyone's time. CBSL: everyone 

should have a shot at making the A team. Bear in mind that, that after the indoor sessions, only 

the kids who had a chance of making the A teams were invited to the outdoor A team sessions. 

Overall, the evaluations were effective, however, it appears that the rule of 50% attendance did 

not apply to everyone, ie, some kids on A teams did NOT attend 50% of evals, let alone 50% of 

games to date. This sends the wrong message to the entire membership. CBSL: All the kids who 

made the A teams did so according to the CBSL Evaluations policy which allows, in special cases, 

for kids with less than 50% participation to be considered. Of the 57 kids chosen for our 5 teams, 

two did not attain the 50% level but did satisfy the special consideration as stated in the 

Evaluations policy. No child made the A team contrary to the Evaluations policy. 

Positif: La durée ( l'horaire). Négation : BSL garde trop longtemps ensemble les joueurs qui ne 

sont pas du même niveau. Il serait facile de séparer immédiatement les six à huit qui sont sûre 

de faire le il serait facile de se séparer immédiatement les six à huit joueurs qui sont sûre de 

faire le A et ceux qui n'ont jamais joué ou qui éprouve énormément de difficulté . Je pense que 

les personnes qualifiées non vraiment pas besoin de noter le coup de bâton, la force du lancer 

ou ou sa précision. Le seul coup d'œil nous permet d'évaluer assez rapidement à quel titre de 

joueurs nous avons à faire. 

PROS: Well organized, many coaches, variety of exercises CONS: lack of room for kids and for 

parents to sit 

Seeing the kids really getting into the season Catching with old teammates. Too many kids 

Beginners mixed with experienced players Kids didn't have enough practice time 



Some players did not show up to any evaluation and were not trying out for higher level teams. 

Facilities were not favorable due to size constraints and wooden floors More outdoor sessions 

CBSL: Regarding your first point, we agree that all kids should participate in the evaluations 

whether or not they wish to play on the A team. Their participation helps us create balanced B 

teams. 

They were indoor, had parking, well organized. All on Saturday morning so couldn't make many 

of them, not enough seats for parents waiting. 

This should not be a determining factor in order to evaluate who is an A level player or not . The 

evaluations take place while kids are not done their winter sports yet and because of that my 

son and daughter were not able to attend the minimum number of evaluations and were forced 

to join a crappy B team. Atom B team this year was HORRIFIC !!! No committed players !!! Half 

the games were forfeit because not enough players and no call ups. What a waste of a baseball 

season and $$$. CBSL: unfortunately there will always be overlapping sports. Our objective is to 

have all teams created, staffed (with certified coaches) and kitted (i.e. get their uniforms, etc.) 

and ready to play by mid-May. In order to achieve this, evaluations have to start by the 

beginning of April at the latest. As for commitment, the BOD is always willing to work with 

coaches to address attendance issues. It is not necessarily easy to fix but it can be done. Bear in 

mind that for some parents, sports take a back seat to family events, especially during our short 

summers. 

7. Avez-vous des suggestions pour augmenter l'efficacité des évaluations? /How would you 

make the evaluations more effective? 

- all year round baseball training/developing available to all kids and 50% mandatory for kids 

wishing to play at the A level - less indoor more outdoor evaluation sessions 

- sélectionner les entraîneurs B plus en avance surtout dans l'Atome via le Directeur Entraîneurs 

CBSL: c’est notre objectif à chaque année. Généralement, les parents préfèrent d’attendre à la 

dernière minute avant de se porter volontaires qui fait en sorte que l’organisation des équipes 

devient difficile. 

- statuer sur le processus officiel si un joueur est absent durant la fds de sessions extérieures - 

pour les divisions avec plus d'inscriptions (Moustique en 

* Make the first 2 sessions more like warm ups practices. * 3rd session, place kids into more 

homogeneous group based on abilities, but kids can still move up or down. *Take previous team 

history and coaches input to place kids. CBSL: In order to avoid conflicts of interest and to be as 

objective as possible, coaches are not involved in evaluations. This is a “Damned-if-you-do-and-

damned–if-you-don’t” situation. If coaches were involved, there would have been accusations of 

preferential treatment. Consequently, the Evaluations policy excludes coaches from the process. 

The Team Formation policy, however, allows the head coaches of an A team to choose the final 



two players from a list of a maximum of 5, provided by the BOD. We also place little emphasis 

on a player’s history as the development of a child could be great over the course of a year. 

2017 a été la meilleure année. 

Arrêtez de noter constamment point par point. CBSL : ? 

Before a drill where they are graded, people should show the kids what they are expected to do 

in the drill. 

Diviser les groupes en B et potentiellement A en deux 

Do something with the criticism CBSL : people are allowed to criticism. Constructive criticism 

makes us all better. What we would like is for the critism to be based on facts and offered after 

our policies are read. 

Évaluation sommaire à l'intérieur pour identifié 15 à 17 joueurs max. pour le A. Évaluation ( 

uniquement extérieur) avec les Entraineur de l'équipe de A pour la formation final. Les bon 

joueurs sont trop longtemps mélangé avec ceux qui on beaucoup de difficultés. 

evaluations are fine.. focus on making the teams based on the amount of coaches available. 

example, 1 team should not have 4 coaches and another have just 1 or 2. CBSL: we create teams 

based on the registrations. The problem is that parents generally wait until the last minute to 

volunteer as coaches but we always get enough (generally 3.5 per team, on average). It would 

be sad to turn away kids just because we think we will not have enough coaches and then find 

out that we would have had enough coaches. Also, we always try to find head coaches that 

know how to work with people. These types of coaches tend to be able to draw others in as 

assistants. Sometimes we are not lucky and select a head coach who wishes to do everything 

himself. We are willing to work with parents if they come across these situations but they need 

to advise us first. 

For 'A' eligibility, enforce the rule of 50% attendance for evaluation, games and practices, 

regardless of player skill level. For 'B', establish criteria of attitude and conduct as part of 

requirements, so that regardless of a player's skill level, if he/she does not display respect, 

commitment and will to learn, he/she should not be able to play in 'B'. The current situation is 

unfair, both to the volunteer coaching staff who have to put the extra effort in to 'babysitting' 

uninterested and disrespectful players, as well to the other players who do display the proper 

attitude and behaviour (again, regardless of actual technical skill level). Thanks 

Get good evaluators from other baseball programs like university, people outside the St. Laurent 

system. Have regular weeknight practices during the offseason. More hitting - need batting 

cages. CBSL : With respect to your first point, our evaluators were certified coaches of Senior, 

Regional and University teams as well as being players themselves. They do not have kids in 

CBSL. 



I thin they are fine as is. 

I'd like to see what the selection criteria is and what it's based on. As a general comment we 

don't as an organization follow the development of players as they progress through the levels. 

It could be a good way to keep track of their skills, general fitness, baseball IQ and character. 

This could be used to plan development training through the season and into the winter 

training. CBSL: With respect to your first point, the criteria can be found in the evaluations policy 

on the Evaluations page on our site. 

If we can get a bigger space it would really help out the kids and give them more room. Besides 

that I think it was well done. If weather permits , maybe have more outdoor practices. 

Limit the amount kids per session Separate the kids by the skill level (beginners vs returning 

players) 

Smaller groups broken down by levels, practices during the week. Better evaluatirs from outside 

st Laurent. CBSL : With respect to your first point, our evaluators were certified coaches of 

Senior, Regional and University teams as well as being players themselves. They do not have 

kids in CBSL. 

The only thing that i would like to note is how long the games are. My son is 11 years old and 

the games can last up to 2.5 to 3 hours. Extremely long!!! All the parents get very impatient! 

Several even complain between one another. I feel that at this age, a time limit should be 

implemented and would be very appreciated by all. CBSL: this is an evaluations question 

however we will take a moment to answer you: during the regular season, Atom Mos. and PW 

games last about 1:45 minutes. Rules are in place for those ages in order to help avoid games 

that last more than 2hrs. Baseball Québec tried to reduce the game times a few years ago but 

the protest was too strong that they reverted to the current durations. Some parents have 

found that time passes by quickly if they get involved as coaches and managers.   

8. Donnez-nous des propositions pour améliorer le processus de sélection pour les équipes A ou 

AA? / Do you have suggestions to improve the A or AA teams selection process? 

CBSL : en ce qui concerne les commentaires sur AA, nous les partagerons avec les Tigres AA. 

- augmenter le représentativité des associations de Lakeshore, Lachine et West Island aux camps 

d'évaluations des Tigres AA. 

AA ) Be pas évaluer les joueurs ( et le coup de bâton) avec des lanceurs AA.il faut que ce soit des 

entraineur qui lance la pratique au bâton. Mon fils à eu 3 buts sur balle en 3 presences. 

Comment on-t-il évalué son coup de bâton ? 

afternoon sessions !!!!!or on weekeningts 

Choisir les entraîneurs plus rapidement 



Faire un précamp d'évaluation pour diviser les A et B 

Get feedback from the coaches who coached the "A" teams the prior year. For instance in 

Mosquito A, 4 kids will move up to PeeWee. Out of the remaining 8, 7 of the kids are A players. 

If those 7 don't make the make the A team next year, then the evaluators are either drunk or 

don't know what they are doing. CBSL: one should always keep in mind that players develop at 

different paces. Consequently, the pool from which to choose the A team players may be 

stronger next year and those who were on the A team may not necessarily be chosen. 

Have tryouts also during the week, evaluators should not be eligible if they have sons trying out, 

get outside (st Laurent) evaluators. Close best players. CBSL: Our evaluators don’t have kids in 

CBSL. Our evaluators were certified coaches of Senior, Regional and University teams as well as 

being players themselves. CBSL endeavours to choose it’s A team players according to its 

Evaluations policy. The objective is to choose the best players who are committed. 

Kids that go on vacation for 3 or more weeks should NOT be in A even if they did 50% of the 

evaluations, even if they had a good evaluation. CBSL: parents tend to keep this type of info 

confidential. Head Coaches however do have the right to ask that an uncommitted player be 

removed from an A team. 

No 

no 

No. 

Pick the best players. CBSL: CBSL endeavours to choose it’s A team players according to its 

Evaluations policy. The objective is to choose the best players who are committed. 

Plus de session a des differentes heures pour permettre au gens d'y assister. 

See #7 

Take care of the field so it's playable. The playing conditions are absolute crap on the St Laurent 

parc diamond. Can I file a greivance against the union ? CBSL : you should speak with your 

borough counsellor. This would help us. 

The criteria needs to be defined for the evaluators. Are wer trying out each kid at every 

position? Are we looking at grounders and pop fly's only?Are we identifying who pitchers are 

etc... Once you have criteria, its easier for the evalutaors to make the selection. What happens 

to the kids who dont get to the field the ball? how are they evaluated? My point is you need to 

define what the evaluation is based on for each player. CBSL: we do: pls see our evaluations 

page on our website. We would be interested to hear specific suggestions. Pls send them to 

info@baseballstlaurent.com 



9. Avez-vous des suggestions pour améliorer le processus pour la formation des équipes B? / Do 

you have suggestions regarding the process of the creating the B teams? 

- sélectionner les entraîneurs B plus en avance surtout dans l'Atome via le Directeur Entraîneurs 

CBSL: c’est notre objectif à chaque année. Généralement, les parents préfèrent d’attendre à la 

dernière minute avant de se porter volontaires qui fait en sorte que l’organisation des équipes 

est devient difficile. 

again, teams should be made based on available coaches per team CBSL: we create teams based 

on the registrations. The problem is that parents generally wait until the last minute to 

volunteer as coaches but we always get enough (generally 3.5 per team, on average). It would 

be sad to turn away kids just because we think we will not have enough coaches and then find 

out that we would have had enough coaches. Also, we always try to find head coaches that 

know how to work with people. These types of coaches tend to be able to draw others in as 

assistants. Sometimes we are not lucky and select a head coach who wishes to do everything 

himself. We are willing to work with parents if they come across these situations but they need 

to advise us first. 

Choisir les entraîneurs plus rapidement CBSL: c’est notre objectif à chaque année. 

Généralement, les parents préfèrent d’attendre à la dernière minute avant de se porter 

volontaires qui fait en sorte que l’organisation des équipes devient difficile. 

For atom b: concentrate on committed coaches to form a team not on registrations. CBSL: we 

create teams based on the registrations. The problem is that parents generally wait until the last 

minute to volunteer as coaches but we always get enough (generally 3.5 per team, on average). 

It would be sad to turn away kids just because we think we will not have enough coaches and 

then find out that we would have had enough coaches. Also, we always try to find head coaches 

that know how to work with people. These types of coaches tend to be able to draw others in as 

assistants. Sometimes we are not lucky and select a head coach who wishes to do everything 

himself. We are willing to work with parents if they come across these situations but they need 

to advise us first. 

I don't like the grading system. But I can't think of a another system to balance the teams. When 

it comes to the B teams, it all comes down to the parents who volunteer to be coach and if they 

are patient and willing to teach kids. 

if kids will be unavailable for more than 2 weeks out of the baseball season, they should not be 

allowed to sign up !! CBSL: 2 weeks is the equivalent 3 games. 3 games out of 20 is 15%. Seems 

harsh. Baseball Quebec introduced a rule this year that prevents kids from playing in the 

Regional if they do not play 60% of their games. Hopefully this type of rule helps with 

commitment. N.B. CBSL finds the threshold too high for the B division and has suggested a lower 

threshold. 



Make only 1 B team since calibre is horrible beyond belief . Hold back poor players to play in 

younger leagues. There are plenty of kids presently in Higher B leagues that are barely good 

enough for Atom. Some rules, such as stealing are ridiculous, catchers can barely make the 

throw back to the mound , let alone to second base. Too many walks, move the mound closer. 

Certain coaches shouldn't be there, it's obvious who they are. Make s girls league, the vast 

majority of then can't play for their life, never improve, diminish the game and ruin the game for 

the few boys who actually know how to play. The B leagues are simply awful. CBSL: CBSL’s 

mission, as stated in its by-laws, is to promoted baseball. Everyone is welcome in CBSL and much 

effort is placed in helping the kids learn the game and improve their skills: 74% of our members 

play in the B division. CBSL believes that everyone should have an opportunity to learn and 

enjoy a sport. Those who excel are invited to play on A and AA teams. As for the stealing rule, 

we have commented on it in the Season 2017 survey results (also on our website). Your 

comment regarding the girls is a generalization. We have many girls who have developed into 

very good players just like the boys. The targeting of certain players, either girls or those who 

are still learning, will lead to the lower registrations and the eventually death of baseball as an 

amateur sport. Amateur sports organisations learned a long time ago that inclusion ensures the 

health of the amateur sport and this is reflected in their mission statements.   

Make them better balanced so no team goes without a win CBSL: One cannot predict how a 

team will turn out. CBSL follows its Team Formation policy in its attempt to create balanced 

teams but once created, the kids continue to develop at their own rates and this could 

unbalance teams over time. Also, bear in mind that playing on an A team requires a certain 

commitment. The Evaluations period is set up not only to measure talent but to measure 

commitment as well.   

No comment 

No. 

Players on the B team should be as dedicated to the sport as the A team. This is unfair for the 

kids that WANT to play but cannot because half their team ends up not showing at the games 

and need to forfeit. If they have other sports to attends they should not be enrolling in Baseball 

as it is demanding in terms of time and schedule. Starts in May and ends in almost October. 

CBSL: The BOD is always willing to work with coaches to address attendance issues. It is not 

necessarily easy to fix but it can be done. Bear in mind that for some parents, sports take a back 

seat to family events, especially during our short summers. Should we reimburse anyone who 

does not show commitment? This is not possible once the season has been organized because 

CBSL has committed itself financial and depends on the fees brought in through registrations 

fees.  

Plus d'implication des coachs pour les choix des joueurs CBSL: Afin d'éviter les conflits d'intérêts 

et d'être le plus objectif que possible, les entraineurs ne sont pas impliqués dans les évaluations. 

Si les entraîneurs étaient impliqués, il y aurait eu des accusations de traitement préférentiel. Par 



conséquent, la politique d'évaluation exclut les entraîneurs du processus. La politique de 

formation d'équipe, cependant, permet aux entraîneurs-chefs d'une équipe A de choisir les deux 

derniers joueurs parmi une liste de 5 au maximum, fournie par le CA. De plus, les entraineurs 

des équipes B sont impliqués dans la formation de leurs équipes. 

See #7 

The B teams are more of a challenge because less volunteers and less interest from some of the 

kids. I think this should revolve around the parents who volunteer and who they want on their 

teams. 

Weak players should not move up automatically. Should be minimum criteria for skill set, like 

throwing a ball properly, picking up grounders, catching fly balls and swinging level. Girls should 

be in their own league. Some of the coaches should simply not be coaching. Should hire coaches 

who played college ball and pay them. The volunteer system doesn't work. CBSL: we would like 

you to join us in organising the season, so that you could see the challenges faced by amateur 

baseball/sports administrators. Regarding your first point, keeping older players in younger 

divisions requires the approval of Baseball Quebec and they seldom approve such requests 

(except for Rally Cap and Atom). As for the girls, they are not numerous enough to have their 

own league and many would rather (and are able to) play with the boys  

10. Avez-vous lu la Politique d'évaluations et de formation d'équipe? / Have you read the 

Evaluation and Team Formation Policy? 

Oui / Yes 70,00%  14 

Non / No 30,00%  6 

TOTAL    20 


